and is known as Bala Tapodgarasaia. Bala Tripurasundari adorns the place. At the
very sight of the place, Suras, Siddhas, Naras and even Asuras will obtain the tejas
of the Sun. It was here that the Sun and the stars had performed Tapas and obtained
their present glowing bodies to light the worlds and support them. Martanda Bhairava
(The sun) dwells here with the twelve adityas, surrounded by crores of Sakti damsels
glowing with maha-tejas. He plays and wanders under the shade of Kankali trees in
the company of:
Mahaprakasa Sakti,
Chakshushmati Devi and
Chaya Devi
They are ever devoted to Sri Devi Lalita and mindful of Her Mantra-Japa. They
help to remove both outer and inner darkness from Lalita's devotees.
(XVI)                    SALA
Seven yojanas away towards the interior, from Surya Bimba Maya Sala, is
Chandra Bimba Maya Saia, also four yojanas in extent and equal to the previous
one in the matter of doors and gopuras; the land enclosed is named "CHANDRI-
KODGARA, for it was here that the moon had performed great tapas to obtain his
present glory. Here dwells "SOMANADHA" lighting the three worlds with his cool
beams. He is surrounded by 27 constellations of stars in celestial maiden forms.
He is ever full in his great and true form, never undergoing the apparent waning and
waxing phases, and without any spot. He grants the wishes of the devotees of Sri
Lalita and also pleases the constellations which reside there in devotion to Sri Devi.
(XVII) SRINGARA SALA
Proceeding seven yojanas from Chandrikodgara Sala, towards the interior, we
come to the Sringara Sala of four yojanas. The enttire area is most beautiful and
enchanting, captivating the hearts of on-lookers and filling them with great ecstasy.
The place is inhabited by exquisite damsels decked in celestial ornaments, and
moving gracefully in gem-studded boats numbering thousands. Their master and
Lord is the bearer of flowery arrows Madana who enchants and rules the hearts of
the three worlds, unopposed. He is ever intent on devotion to Sri Devi Lalita who
had regenerated him after the destruction of Bhandasura.
Due to the moha caused by Manmadha, the Suras, Siddhas, Naras and Asuras
cannot gain entrace to the Maha Padmatavi (Forest of great Lotuses); only those
with a pure chitta, like unto Brahma, Vishnu and Maheswara may enter this
magnificent and enchanting garden of great Lotuses. Of course, the pure and
peaceful ones who are immersed in devotion to Sri Devi Lalita Rajarajeswari always
gain entrance here. Those who are prey to moha and delusion, whose chitta is
unsteady, whose minds are not under control, v^io are stupid, can never think of
getting a view of this great place of beauty and enchantment ever under the protection
of Madhana the great deluder of the three worlds.
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